Abstract. In this paper we advocate a learning method where a deductive and an inductive strategies are combined to e ciently learn control knowledge. The approach consists of initially bounding the explanation to a predetermined set of problem solving features. Since there is no proof that the set is su cient to capture the correct and complete explanation for the decisions, the control rules acquired are then re ned, if and when applied incorrectly to new examples. The method is especially signi cant as it applies directly to nonlinear problem solving, where the search space is complete. We present hamlet, a system where we implemented this learning method, within the context of the prodigy architecture. hamlet learns control rules for individual decisions corresponding to new learning opportunities o ered by the nonlinear problem solver that go beyond the linear one. These opportunities involve, among other issues, completeness, quality of plans, and opportunistic decision making. Finally, we show empirical results illustrating hamlet's learning performance.
Introduction
Problem solving uses generalized operators describing the available actions in a task domain, to search for a solution to a problem by selecting, instantiating, and chaining appropriate operators. Control knowledge can be added to the planning procedure to guide the search improving the planning performance. It has been the focus of attention of several researchers, present authors included, to learn control knowledge, i.e., automate the acquisition process of these guiding heuristics.
One approach to learning control knowledge from a problem solving trace consists of generating explanations for the individual decisions made during the search process. These explanations become control strategies that are used in future situations to prune the search space 16]. There is also work done on doing the generation of control rules without problem solving episodes, by statically looking at the domain description 8]. However, these strong deductive approaches invest a substantial explanation e ort to produce correct control strategies from a single problem solving trace. Alternatively, inductive approaches acquire correct learned knowledge by observing a large set of examples 20, 26] .
In this paper, we present hamlet, 3 a system that learns control knowledge incremental and inductively. hamlet uses an initial deductive phase, where it generates a bounded explanation of the problem solving episode. Upon experiencing each new problem solving episode, hamlet re nes its control knowledge incrementally acquiring increasingly correct control knowledge.
The paper is organized in nine sections. Section 2 overviews the complete architecture of hamlet, and prodigy as the substrate problem solver. Section 3, 4 and 5 discuss the three learning phases, namely the generation of the bounded explanation from the problem solving search tree, the generalization of the rules by induction, and the re nement strategy driven by encountered negative examples. Section 6 presents an example that illustrates the execution of the learning algorithm on a problem from a logistics transportation domain. Section 7 shows empirical results from di erent domains. Section 8 compares our approach with previous related work. Finally section 9 draws conclusions.
2 Overview of the Architecture hamlet learns e ectively control knowledge from a problem solving experience. This work is developed within the nonlinear problem solver 22, 5] of the prodigy architecture 6] . In this section we provide a description of prodigy's nonlinear planner and we also present hamlet's architectural components.
The Substrate Problem Solver
The nonlinear problem solver in prodigy follows a means-ends analysis backward chaining search procedure reasoning about multiple goals and multiple alternative operators relevant to the goals. Figure 1 sketches the problem solver's algorithm. The inputs to the procedure are the set of operators specifying the task knowledge and a problem speci ed in terms of an initial con guration of the world and a set of goals to be achieved.
The planning reasoning cycle, as shown in Figure 1 , involves several decision points, namely: the goal to select from the set of pending goals and subgoals (steps 2-4); the operator to choose to achieve a particular goal; the bindings to choose in order to instantiate the chosen operator (step 4 combines the operator and bindings selection); apply an operator whose preconditions are satis ed (step 5) or continue subgoaling on a still unachieved goal (step 3-4). Dynamic goal selection from the set of pending goals enables the planner to interleave plans, exploiting common subgoals and addressing issues of resource contention. Search control knowledge may be applied at all the above decision points: which relevant operator to select from the possible available ones, which goal or subgoal to address next, whether to reduce a new subgoal or to apply a previously selected operator whose preconditions are satis ed, or what objects in the state to use as bindings of the typed variables in the operators. Decisions at all these choices are taken based on user-given or learned control knowledge to guide the search and convert it into an intelligent commitment search strategy 22]. Control knowledge guides the search process and helps to prune the exponential search space. Previous work in the linear planner of prodigy uses explanation-based learning techniques 16] to extract from a problem solving trace the explanation chain responsible for a success or failure and compile search control rules therefrom. Similar e orts within the linear planner of prodigy were done to learn control rules from partially evaluating the domain theory 8, 19] . The paper presents instead our on-going work in learning individual control rules for the nonlinear problem solver of prodigy 4]. We have identi ed several challenging problems in extending directly the previous explanation-based algorithms developed for the linear planner to the nonlinear one, since in nonlinear planning we face learning opportunities, including issues of plan quality, and opportunistic decision making. Our work applies directly to nonlinear problem solving which trivially encompasses linear problem solving. In our nonlinear problem solving framework, hamlet learns control rules for individual decisions compiling the conditions under which the rules are to be transferred to individual decision steps in other problems. Alternative learning approaches in nonlinear planning include learning complete generalized plans as in 12], or developing a case-based learning method that provides cases as a form of global strategic knowledge 24], as discussed in the related work section.
hamlet's Components
hamlet has three main modules: the Bounded-Explanation learner, the Inducer and the Re ner. The Bounded-Explanation module learns control rules from the search tree. These rules are either over-speci c or over-general, so they should be re ned. The Induction module solves the problem of over-speci city by making them more general from more positive examples. The Re nement module attacks the over-generality by nding situations in which the learned rules were used wrongly. hamlet gradually learns and re nes so that, at the end, it converges to a concise set of correct control rules. Figure 2 shows hamlet's modules connected to prodigy. Figure 3 presents the procedure schematically, where ST and ST' are search trees, L is the set of control rules, L' is the set of new control rules learned by the Bounded Explanation module, and L" is the set learned induced from L' and L. We explain in detail each one of hamlet's components in the next sections. 
Bounded Explanation
In this initial phase, hamlet learns control rules directly by loosely explaining the problem solving search tree. The algorithm relies on three main parts: labeling and credit assignment on the search tree; the actual generation of the control rules; and the generalization of the control rules.
Labeling the Search Tree and Credit Assignment
When solving a problem, the problem solver generates a search tree. The domain theory implicitly de nes a subgoaling structure that links goals with the operators that achieve those goals. In a linear planner, the search tree reproduces exactly this structure, since interleaving of goals and subgoals at di erent search spaces is not allowed. However, in nonlinear problem solving, there is a variety of di erent interleaved ways to traverse the subgoaling structure which are captured in the search tree. This leads to a very large search space so that there is no tractable way to generate a correct explanation for the decisions made from a unique problem solving experience. The labeling algorithm of hamlet traverses the search tree top-down to label rst the leaf nodes. It assigns three kinds of labels to the leaf nodes: success, if it was a solution path; failure, if it was a failed path; and unknown, if the planner did not expand the node. After labeling the leaf nodes, it backs up the values up to the root of the search tree. Figure 4 summarizes this labeling strategy. The credit assignment is done at the same time as the labeling, and it consists of identifying the decisions for which learning will occur.
At each decision choice to be learned, hamlet has access to information on the problem state and meta-level planning state, which is explicitly maintained in the search tree structure. Examples of meta-level knowledge at each node, available to the learning procedures, include the goals that had not been achieved, the goal the planner is working on, and in general the alternatives known to have failed or succeeded. This information is used by the generation module to create the pre-and post-conditions of the control rules.
The parameter eagerp controls the situations from which control rules are generated. If eagerp is true, hamlet will learn a select rule, 4 whenever a node has a success child. If eagerp is false, hamlet follows a conservative learning mode. A rule is then learned only if all of its children are labeled success or failure and there is at least one child labeled failure. These two di erent modes correspond to di erent levels of learning eagerness.
The parameter optimal-learning-p allows to learn only from the best solution found, 5 where we can incorporate di erent quality criteria. If optimal-learning-p is true, hamlet delays learning until it traverses the complete tree and nds 4 A select rule, when applied, selects an alternative and rejects all others for which there is not a select control rule. if eagerp AND there are success children then if optimal-learning-p then store the "best" successor else LEARN the "best" successor label node as success else label node as unknown. there are only success and failure:
if optimal-learning-p then store the "best" successor else LEARN the "best" successor label node as success. there are only failures label node as failure. there are only successes label node as success. In that case, after labeling, it descends only through the best solution path, learning from every decision according to the selected level of eagerness. This algorithm builds upon some early previous work on learning and problem solving, including 14, 17] . We extend these pioneering methods in several dimensions, as discussed in section 8.
Generation of Control Rules
hamlet proceeds to generate each control rule by acquiring its corresponding pre-and postconditions. The preconditions of the control rule need to establish the relevant conditions under which the decision was made and also de ne the situations under which the rule can be re-applied. The appropriate set of features that we consider in our bounded explanation technique has evolved from previous work of the rst author 3]. Although there is no guarantee that this set of features is a su cient set, there have been a number of iterations in the design of the set, to generate our con dence on it. Furthermore the empirical experiments con rm that the set is appropriate and the induction and re nement phases increase its application e ciency.
hamlet learns four kinds of control rules: select a goal from the set of pending goals, select an operator to achieve a goal, select bindings for the chosen operators, and decide whether to apply an operator when its preconditions are met in the current state of the search, or continue subgoaling selecting a goal from the set of unachieved goals. Each rule corresponds to a generalized target concept. The target concepts are each one of the possible decisions to be made attached to some of the preconditions required to make them. For instance, for an operator decision, a target concept might be select operator <op> to achieve the goal <goal>. The number of target concepts of a given domain
where O is the total number of operator schemas in the domain, P is the number of predicates of the domain, and p(O i ) is the number of postconditions of the operator O i . 6 hamlet generates a set of rules for each target concept, each one with a conjunctive set of preconditions. This representation can be viewed as the disjunction of conjunctive rules, as we can learn several rules for the same target concept. This is equivalent, therefore, to learning a DNF description of the target concept.
Each kind of control rule has a template for describing its preconditions. The templates share a set of common features for all kinds of control rules, but each one has certain local features. Examples of common features, which become meta-predicates of the control language, are:
{ True-in-state <assertion>: tests whether the <assertion> is true in the current state of the search for the solution.
{ Other-goals <list of goals>: test whether any of the goals in the <list of goals> is a pending goal in the current node of the search tree.
{ Prior-goal <goal>: tests whether <goal> is the rst goal of the conceptual path of the node the planner is in.
Similarly, examples of the other features are: { Current-goal <goal>: tests whether the <goal> is the one that the planner is trying to achieve. { Candidate-applicable-op <operator>: tests whether the <operator> is applicable in the current state. The preconditions of the control rules are created using the information on the state and the meta-level state linked to the corresponding decision node in the search tree. The postconditions are the decisions to be made, such as (select operator unstack), or (select goal (on <x> <y>)). 7 See section 6 for an 6 This number is the sum of the number of target concepts for each kind of learned control rule. For instance, the select operator kind of control rule has two variables: the operator, and a goal that can be achieved by that operator. Therefore, in this case, the number of target concepts for that kind is O P O i=1 p(Oi). 7 Variables are represented in brackets.
example of a learned control rule. After the rule has been created, it is parameterized, imposing the condition that two variables cannot be bound to the same value. After the induction phase, the rule is checked against the possible negative examples of the target concept. At the beginning, the set of negative examples for each target concept is empty. Section 5 explains the re nement module including how to identify negative examples. Section 6 shows an illustrative example of the learning process. Figure 5 shows an example of a learned control rule in the blocksworld domain 10] learned after prodigy solves the Sussman's anomaly 21]. The control rule allows the problem solver to select the goal of holding a block, block1, over the goal of having another block, block3, on top of block1, given that there are three blocks on the table, and the goal of holding block1 was created as a subgoal of the goal of having block1 on top of another block, block2. This control rule allows prodigy later to solve similar nonlinear problems more e ciently than before the rule is learned. 
Inductive Generalization
The rules generated by the bounded explanation method may be over-speci c, as also analyzed in 9]. Particularly, the rules may be over-speci c in the aspects explained below. The more over-speci c the rules are the lower the transfer to other problems. 8 We follow up the deductive phase with a generalization algorithm that inductively modi es the rules based on new examples, reducing the set of preconditions. The rules may become over-general but their transfer potential increases. We have devised ways of inducing over the following aspects of the learned knowledge, that practically cover all the features in the preconditions. { Find common superclass: When two rules can be uni ed by two variables that belong to subclasses of a common class (except for the root class), this operator generalizes the variables to the common class. We implemented previously a variation of this technique applied to the parameterization procedure of a single rule 2]. hamlet tries to nd an intersection of two rules using all these operators. If it nds a correct intersection that does not cover any previous negative example, a new rule is created, and the two previous ones are deleted. However hamlet can backtrack to that learning point, and try an alternative way of intersecting the rules. This should not be considered as plain backtracking. When hamlet \backtracks" to that point, it accumulated more information than when the alternative was generated, since it has found a new negative example, and it can now do better generalizations. The inductive phase signi cantly improves the transfer potential of the rules as it generalizes their application conditions. The inductive operators are triggered by positive examples, but also take into account the negative examples found so far as we describe in the next section.
Re nement
After the two previous learning phases, hamlet may have produced over-general rules in special situations (due to the inductive operators, e.g., intersection). An over-general rule is bene cial for our inductive learning strategy as it may provide negative examples of its application. There are two main issues to be addressed: how to detect a negative example, and how to re ne the learned knowledge according to it (making the rule more speci c).
A negative example for hamlet is a situation in which a control rule was applied, and the resulting decision led to either a failure (instead of the expected success), or a worse solution than the best one for that decision.
Once identi ed a negative example for a certain rule, the negative example is processed against all the current rules for the same target concept. Figure 6 shortly describes the procedures used for the re nement.
In a nutshell, the re nement module will try to relax the e ect of the inductive operators by adding the tests removed in the inductive steps. The goal is to nd a larger set of literals that covers the positive examples, but not the negative examples. It rst checks the type of the control rule. The types are deduced, induced, and re ned. Deduced are the rules generated by the Bounded-Explanation module. Induced are the ones that were generated by inducing from two rules. Re ned are the ones generated by re ning an existing rule, because it covered negative examples. The procedure add-new-preconds (not shown) does the following: for each precondition of the whole rule, having in mind even the ones that were not main preconditions, adds that precondition to the preconditions, and tests whether it covers the negative examples or not. If not, then returns the new preconditions. The procedure nd-new-intersection (not shown) searches for other bindings of the variables of the rules from where it generated the rule, so that the new bindings substituted on the preconditions of one of those rules do not cover the negative examples.
One of the key things of any inductive method is to capture the right features in the learned description of a concept. In respect to this issue, the current version of hamlet gets rid of irrelevant features if it learns positive examples of a target concept that do not have those features in common, or it nds negative examples of the target concept where those features are also present. In those cases, the eager inductive and re nement modules will remove these features. To speed up the convergence of the learning, we are currently introducing more informed elaborated ways of removing and adding features from the description of the target concept, such as information gain measures, similarly to 20]. These methods have been tested on an analysis of a complete set of examples, and we are now exploring extending them to our incremental learning procedures.
The hill climbing performance of our global learning algorithm will approach the ultimately correct control knowledge by converging gradually closer from both over-speci c and over-general rule sets. Our learning algorithm reasons about and converges from points in the generalization space as it is prohibitively costly to maintain both the speci c and general sets as in the version space method 17].
Illustrative Example
We show now an example of the learning method applied to a logistics domain where we illustrate the phases of the generation of the control rules and their inductive re nement. 9 In this domain, packages are to be moved among di erent cities. Packages are carried within the same city in trucks and across cities in airplanes. At each city, there are several locations, e.g. post o ces and airports. This transportation domain represents a considerable scale up in length of the solution, size of the search space, and other di cult learning issues, such as nonlinearity, un-optimality of solutions, and a large number of planning alternatives.
Consider the following problem solving situation illustrated in Figure 7 . There are two cities, city1 and city2, with one post-o ce each, respectively post-o ce1 and post-o ce2, and with one airport each, namely airport1 and airport2. Initially, at post-o ce1, there are two objects, object1 and object3, and two trucks, truck1 and truck3. At airport1 there is an airplane, airplane1, and another object, object2. At city2, there is only one truck, truck2, at the city airport, airport2. There are two goals: object1 must be at post-o ce2, and airplane1 at airport2. This problem is interesting because both the object and the airplane need to be moved to a di erent city. hamlet will learn, among other things, that the object should be loaded into the airplane (or any other needed carrier) before the airplane moves.
The optimal solution to this problem is the following sequence of steps:
{ (load-truck object1 truck1 post-o ce1), { (drive-truck truck1 post-o ce1 airport1), { (unload-truck object1 truck1 airport1), { (load-airplane object1 airplane1 airport1), { ( y-airplane airplane1 airport1 airport2), { (unload-airplane object1 airplane1 airport2), { (load-truck object1 truck2 airport2), { (drive-truck truck2 airport2 post-o ce2), { (unload-truck object1 truck2 post-o ce2). Notice that although in this example, the optimal plan corresponds to this unique linearization, in general the learning procedure can reason about a partiallyordered dependency network of the plan steps.
hamlet labels and assigns credit to decisions made in the search tree generated by prodigy. The rule in Figure 8 is learned at one of the decisions made, namely when prodigy nds that it should delay moving the carriers until the object is loaded. 10 The rule says that the planner should plan rst to achieve (inside-truck object1 truck1) before moving the carriers, including truck1 and airplane1. This is a very e ective control rule, since if the problem solver works rst on any of the other two goals, it will arrive to an un-optimal solution, where carriers would have to do trips not needed.
(control-rule SELECT-INSIDE-TRUCK-1 (if ((target-goal (INSIDE-TRUCK <OBJECT1> <TRUCK1>)) (prior-goal (AT-OBJ <OBJECT1> <POST-OFFICE2>)) ** (true-in-state (AT-TRUCK <TRUCK1> <POST-OFFICE1>)) (true-in-state (AT-TRUCK <TRUCK2> <AIRPORT2>)) (true-in-state (AT-TRUCK <TRUCK3> <POST-OFFICE1>)) * (true-in-state (AT-AIRPLANE <AIRPLANE1> <AIRPORT1>)) (true-in-state (AT-OBJ <OBJECT1> <POST-OFFICE1>)) (true-in-state (AT-OBJ <OBJECT2> <AIRPORT1>)) (true-in-state (AT-OBJ <OBJECT3> <POST-OFFICE1>))* (true-in-state (SAME-CITY <AIRPORT1> <POST-OFFICE1>)) (true-in-state (SAME-CITY <AIRPORT2> <POST-OFFICE2>)) (other-goals ((AT-TRUCK <TRUCK1> <AIRPORT1>) (AT-AIRPLANE <AIRPLANE1> <AIRPORT2>))))) (then SELECT GOALS (INSIDE-TRUCK <OBJECT1> <TRUCK1>))) This example, though simple, 11 shows a learning opportunity that is needed in order to deal with new problems e ectively and with quality. This learning possibility is not encountered by a linear problem solver who handles multiple goals independently. It would also not be compiled as a local choice by other learning methods applied to nonlinear planning 12, 23] .
The preconditions are the initial bounded explanation of the problem solving decision. This rule is over-speci c, since, among other things, it records the positions of other trucks available and another object present at the post o ce, which turn out to be irrelevant features for this instantiated target concept. The operator Preserve Main Preconditions removes the preconditions that we marked with 10 For simplicity we use the same names for the instances in the problem and the variables in the rule. Note however that the names in the rules refer to general variables. a star (*) in the description above. Note that there are still irrelevant features kept, such as truck2 and object2, because they are at a location directly related to the goals rejected in the decision, namely airport2. The operator Relaxing the Subgoaling Dependency removes the precondition on the prior-goal that we marked with a double star (**). Now suppose that we encounter a new problem where the goal is the same but there are no additional trucks or objects, and there is an additional airplane. Figure 9 shows a rule that hamlet would learn in this case, after applying the same operators as before. The inductive method combines these rules with the operator Intersection of Preconditions, as they refer to the same decision. It also merges the goals in the other-goals meta-predicate. hamlet generates a new rule, which consists of the intersection of the rules, being, therefore, more general than the initial two rules. Figure 10 shows the resulting rule. (true-in-state (AT-TRUCK <TRUCK1> <POST-OFFICE1>)) (true-in-state (AT-AIRPLANE <AIRPLANE1> <AIRPORT1>)) (true-in-state (AT-OBJ <OBJECT1> <POST-OFFICE1>)) (true-in-state (SAME-CITY <AIRPORT1> <POST-OFFICE1>)) (other-goals ((AT-TRUCK <TRUCK1> <AIRPORT1>) (AT-AIRPLANE <AIRPLANE1> <AIRPORT2>))))) (then SELECT GOALS (INSIDE-TRUCK <OBJECT1> <TRUCK2>))) The induced rule is \almost" fully correct and it becomes \completely" correct after a couple of more training situations. Irrelevant features are removed with more positive examples, while important features are captured by the renement with negative examples. hamlet proceeds in this hill-climbing way searching the hypotheses space converging to the set of correct rules. 12 It induces and generalizes upon experiencing positive examples and it re nes the learned control rules, when negative examples are found.
Empirical Results
We have been performing extensive empirical experiments in several domains. We report here results from the logistics transportation domain 23] and the blocksworld domain (where we experience nonlinear learning situations, similar to the Sussman's anomaly 21]). The results illustrate our main claims about the e ectiveness of the combined deductive and inductive methods. The nonlinear version of prodigy we are using has embedded several domain-independent search heuristics 1]. Therefore, the substrate problem solver has some underlying \intelligence" that makes it di cult for a learning mechanism to outperform it by large. However, as we will show, hamlet is able to perform considerably better.
In the blocksworld, we used a set of 100 problems randomly generated from which hamlet learns the control rules. It learned 14 control rules. These rules were applied to a test set of 200 randomly generated problems. We varied the time bound given to prodigy to solve the problems from 100 to 300 seconds obtaining similar results for the di erent time bounds. Figure 11 shows the results obtained with 100 seconds of time bound. The unsolved problems are accounted for in the running time by a term equal to the running time bound.
In the logistics domain, we performed a training phase of 350 problems, 300 one-goal problems and 50 two-goal problems. We used the resulting learned 22 control rules in testing with three test sets of di erent complexity in terms of initial state and number of goals. We again varied the time bounds, from 150 to 300 seconds, obtaining similar results to the ones shown in Figure 11 for a time of bound of 150 seconds.
The main conclusion from the table is that the number of unsolved problems drops from 21.5% to 9.5% in the blocksworld, and from 19% to 8.3% in the logistics. This corresponds to a considerable increase in the solvability horizon of the problem solver when using the rules. Also, since the matcher for the control rules is not using any optimum retrieving and organization algorithm 7], the time spent matching the rules represents the usual utility problem. The results shown in the table are especially relevant as the use of the learned set of rules outperformed the base-level problem solver even with the rudimentary matcher.
Related Work
There are several dimensions along which we can compare this work with previous approaches, including the representation, the granularity, the correctness of the control knowledge, and the essence of the substrate problem solving algorithm.
With respect to the representation, control guidance to prune the problem solving search space has been introduced as additional preconditions of the operators of the domain in simple one-goal planning situations, such as in 14, 17] . In our framework, control knowledge is explicitly distinct from the set of operators describing the domain knowledge because it introduces knowledge about the various problem solving decisions, such as selecting which goal/subgoal to address next, which operator to apply, what bindings to select for the operator or where to backtrack in case of failure. This clear division between the declarative domain knowledge, i.e., the operators, and the more procedural control knowledge simpli es both the initial speci cation of a domain and the automated acquisition, i.e., the learning of the control knowledge.
Learned control knowledge can be local or global. Local control knowledge is used on each decision of a problem solver, while global knowledge guides the problem solver strategy as a whole. 23] develops a case-based learning method for prodigy that consists of storing individual complete problems solved to guide the planner when solving similar new problems. The guiding similar plans provide global control knowledge in the sense that they consist of a chain of decisions. Other examples of learning global knowledge although with di erent granularities are 10, 11, 12, 13, 25] . These systems learn macro-operators or complete generalized plans hamlet, however, learns local control rules that apply independently to individual decision steps with greater potential for transfer. We are already studying the integration of the two kinds of strategic knowledge, since we believe they have complementary bene ts to the problem solver.
Previous work has usually learned control knowledge on simple problem solvers such as linear planners with no more than one goal 8, 14, 15, 16, 17, 19, 26] . In this kind of problem solver the underlying complexity of interleaving goals at di erent levels of the search does not exist, so the learning methods lack these learning opportunities. Other new learning opportunities not present in linear problem solving, consist of opportunistic operator choices driven by other planning goals. In our case, the nonlinear planner introduces this factor of complexity and the learning task becomes more challenging, due to having to nd the right language for describing the hypotheses among other things. Also, the kinds of domains/problems we use are more complex than the previously studied ones, except in 23]. There is no immediately clear way to directly compare our results to other systems that learn local control rules, because none applies to nonlinear problem solving.
Another di erence can be found in the way positive and negative instances are presented to the system. Systems like 15, 20, 26] are one-step learning algorithms in that they work on all examples at one time. However, hamlet learns incrementally the control knowledge.
Usually, rules produced by learning methods are worse than the ones produced by the experts. However, learning methods produce those control rules much faster than the experts, since the acquisition of control knowledge is much harder than the acquisition of domain knowledge. We believe that one could get better results if one could present the learned rules to the expert and he or she could re ne them to make them more accurate. Then, the issue of clarity of the rules is a major point and hamlet's rules are very easy to read and require very little e ort to debug or re ne.
Conclusions
The approach we have presented addresses a new speedup learning strategy to efciently acquire control knowledge for improving the performance of a nonlinear problem solver. We proposed a solution where we combine a bounded deductive explanation method with an inductive technique. In this case, the tradeo between the accuracy of the learned control knowledge, and the learning e ort required is addressed by bounding the learning step with a xed set of tests that have been manually adapted from the experience of the authors. Upon experiencing new problem solving episodes, hamlet re nes its control knowledge incrementally acquiring increasingly correct control knowledge. Therefore, hamlet combines analytical-based learning, using the problem solving search tree, and induction-based learning, re ning and generalizing the control rules from examples. We showed empirical results that demonstrate the improvement that this learning strategy provides to prodigy's nonlinear problem.
